GHRISTMASTIDE   IN   PRAGUE
do you customarily use?5, and as they were compelled anyway to
speak German they answered 'German* and were inscribed as
Germans, and this census was used, twenty-eight years later, and
after a world war, at Munich.	.	*
On this basis, of knowledge and justice, the ancient Czech
frontiers were destroyed.
These were the three waves of Germanization which successively
broke upon this small but unconquerable nation in the heart of
Europe. In 1938 Dr. Emil Hacha, kissing the skull of Saint
Wenceslas, resumed perforce the 'policy of fulfilment' practised
by that Bohemian Prince. The 'policy of fulfilment', as you may
not remember, was a phrase used much by Germany after the war,
until the shackles had been broken.
I came to Czecho-Slovakia to watch the fourth wave of
Germanization, for history shows that, when the Germans have
the Czechs in their hands, they generally seek.to Germanize them.
And Bohemia is now the bird in the German hand; close the
fingers and it is crushed. Hitler has said, 4We do not want any
Czechs'. He took over territory containing nearly a million. He is
building a wall round the rest.
Now come with me and watch Germanization in practice.
At Munich four things were supposed to have been saved for
the Czechs, four safeguards which justified the Franco-British
ultimatum to them and the desertion of them, which entitled Mr,
Chamberlain to claim that he had brought back 'Peace; with
honour3. They were (i) International guarantee of the new
frontiers; (2) plebiscite; (3) right of option; (4) orderly and progres-
sive occupation by stages between October ist and October loth.
There has been no international guarantee. As I write, the
Czechs are pressing for it, not because they have any illusions
about its effectiveness, they know that they are held in the hollow
of Hitler's hand, but because they think the Great Powers which
ordered their, dismemberment should at least make good their
promises. Whether an international guarantee will be given or
not, I do not know. It would be the greatest hypocrisy. Only
Germany can guarantee the frontiers now.

